
Automate M ulti-M ed
Filling for Your Pharmacy

 Automation 



MTS - A trusted provider of pharmacy adherence solutions for more than 25 years.

The operator at the seal and labeling station. The finished card about to be labeled. 

Imagine being able to serve more multi-med customers without significantly increasing your pharmacy work-
load. The OnDemand® 400 for RxMap® was designed with features and functionality that streamline the tasks 
necessary to safely and accurately fulfill medication orders.  

Once a card is filled, it can easily be transferred to the operator’s station for manual fills, then to the sealer using 
a single track. There is no need to remove the card during filling and sealing, preventing pill drift.

Each RxMap® card contains a barcode that is used to assign the card to a specific patient order for an accurate 
audit trail.

Bulk inventory medications are placed into drug-specific cassettes with radio frequency ID tags that allow the 
system to automatically detect when a medication is added to the machine, so the operator can change cassettes 
without interrupting production.

Unlike other systems, the OnDemand 400 for RxMap dispenses pills directly into blisters through a small common 
funnel, which minimizes drop time and ensures that pills drop into the correct spot.

The system interfaces with your existing information system. This single data input process reduces input time 
and the possibility of data entry errors.
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How it works. How it helps.

OnDemand® 400 for RxMap® is the first automation system designed specifically for patient-specific 
multi-med adherence punch card packaging. This efficient system uses OnDemand® technology to 
dispense multiple medications for a single patient quickly and accurately—and in a fraction of the 
time it would take to do manually.



Downloads label information
from your operating system,
collates prescriptions and
schedules the automatic
fulfillment of multi-med
adherence packages.

Interfaced to Your Pharmacy

Each multi-med adherence package
has a unique bar code that is scanned
before and after the package is sealed
ensuring the label and medications
match.  All prescription data for a
specific multi-med adherence
package is collated and printedpackage is collated and printed
onto one (or if needed, two) large
format label(s) that is automatically

applied to the inside cover.

Automatic Prescription
Label Applicator

Changing 
the way 
medications 
are dispensed.



Following visual inspection, the package is sealed 
in a high-pressure station to provide a secure,
tamper-evident package.

Heat-Sealing Press
Medication compartments are perforated – making each one 
a “stand alone” container for your on-the-go patients.  MTS
adherence packages are fully disposable, with no expensive 
reusable parts that must be recycled through the pharmacy.

Perforated Compartments & Disposable Packaging

Patient and medication 
information printed directly 
onto the foil backing.

Foil Printer (optional)

Oral solid medications are taken
from bulk inventory and placed
into drug-specific cassettes. Each 
cassette has a sensor with a unique 
code.  Using RFID (radio frequency 
I.D.) technology, this unique code 
is used to notify the user and verify is used to notify the user and verify 
accuracy when a cassette has been 
added or removed from a feeder base.

Cassette Technology

Multi-med adherence packages 
are available in different sizes and
formats and can be customized
to brand your pharmacy’s service.
The package’s inside cover provides
the space to clearly label each
prescription and associatedprescription and associated
instructions. The individual
blister can be labeled with:
• Patient’s name
• Date and time to be
  administered
• Name of drug, strength,
  dosage form and quantity  dosage form and quantity

Customized Packaging
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Automated Packaging System for M ulti-M ed Adherence Packs.



An Omnicell Company

 2003 Gandy Blvd. North,  St. Petersburg, FL 33702

(800) 671-0589           (800) 671-0588            www.mts-mt.com       
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Before automaon, we spent about 6-8 hours filling mul-med 
packaging each day.  With OnDemand 400 for RxMap, we run 
the machine for 2 or 3 hours a day and double our volume.
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Pharmacy Manager




